
Regina  
Ofanite   of   Creation   IST   Divine   Fire  
Angel   of   Sonnets  
 
Corporeal   Forces:   3 Strength:   6 Agility:   6  
Ethereal   Forces:   5 Intelligence:   8 Precision:   12  
Celestial   Forces:   5 Will:   10 Perception:   12  
Word-Forces:   6  
 
Vessel:   human   female/3,   Charisma   +1  
 
Skills:  Artistry/6  (poetry)  Dodge/4,  Driving/1,  Emote/1,       
Fighting/4,  Knowledge  (Literature/3),  Language/3  (Italian),      
Medicine/2,   Ranged   Weapons/1   (rifle),   Savoir-Faire/1   
 
Songs:  Healing  (Corporeal/3,  Ethereal/3,  Celestial/2),      
Light   (Celestial/3),   Motion   (All/1),   Shields   (All/2)  
 
Attunements:  Ofanite  of  Creation,  Seraph  of  Creation,        
Ofanite   of   Fire,   Smite,   Angel   of   Sonnets  
 
Angel  of  Sonnets:  Regina  can  imbue  one  of  her  sonnets           
with  Essence.  The  first  person  that  reads  it  will  have  the            
Essence  transferred  to  her;  if  that  person  is  already  at           



maximum  Essence,  she  will  receive  a  bonus  to  her  next           
roll   equal   to   the   Essence   that   was   gifted.  
 
Special   Rite:  
Write   a   sonnet.  
 
A   Word   made   flame,   but   yet   a   flame   that   soothes  
All   those   that   glimpse   her   holy   fire   and   zeal;  
A   Wheel   of   Life,   to   shepherd   verses’   Truths  
(Which   serve,   through   rhyme   and   meter   both,   to   heal).  
And   yet,   when   her   dear   lord   and   Master   walked  
Away   from   cares   and   duties   harsh   to   bear,  
At   first   to   serve   another's   Grace   she   balked;  
How   could   a   new   mistress   with   old   compare?  
 
But   in   Service   to   Holy   Flame,   she   found  
That   they   too   knew   the   Divine   Spark   of   Life;  
And   loved   it   just   as   much   as   those   not   bound  
To   halt   the   Cruel:   thus   found   she   peace,   in   strife.  
And   her   soul's   voice   begins   to   now   inquire:  
Is   her   Heart   Creation?    Or   is   it   Fire?  
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